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Discuss t}Ie industrial development in India
during the planning period.

Or

Explain in detail the role of public sector
enterprises in India.

Discuss tl-re role of foreign bade in India.

Or

Explain the merits and demerits of FDI.

4. Examine the changing composition and
structure of population in Nagaland.

3.. 9

Or

Give an account on the role of infrastructure
for economic development in Nagalarrd.

Give an account of small-scale and cottage
industries. What are the prciblems associated
vdth it?

Discuss
Nagafand.
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E(CONOMICS

Paper No. : ECO-601

I Indian Economy-Il I

(PARI: A-oBJECTTVE )

( Marks : 25 |

The frgures in the margin indicafe fuU marks for the questions

SECTIoN-I

( Marks: 10 )

A. Put a Tick M mark against the correct answer in the
box provided : 1x 10=10

1. Which State is the largest tea producer in the
country?

/a/ West Bengial tr

(b) Andhra pradesh tr

/c/ Silikim tr

/di Assam tr
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2. Who was the fatirer of 'Operation Flood' in

1 tndi,P

(a) Dr' Norman Borlaug tr

@) Dr' M' S' Swaminathan tr

(c) Dr' Velghese Kurien tr

(? D'' Witliam Gande tr

3. India's first industrial poliry as free India was

announced in

@) reas tr

(q rs56 tr

(c) 19s1 tr

(q LsTo tr

4. The most important small-scale industry in

/ lndiu is that of

(a) jute tr

fbJ textile n

(c) handloom n

(dJ None of the above tr
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5, One of the main reasons that
expansion of Indian exports is

/a/ diversification of expons

@,f recession of other countries

(c) liberalization of the economy

/d/ imposition of import duties

led to rapid

tr

tr

tr

tr

Balance of Pa3rments (BOp) refers to

fal transactions in the flow of capital D

/b/ transactions relating only to exports and
imports. D

fc,/ transactions relating to r€ceipts and
pa1ments of invisibles D

/d/ systematic record of all its economic
transactions between residents and with
the rest of the world in a certain
period tr

7. What is the total population of Nagaland as per
2011 census?

(a) 1980602 tr

(b) 1890602 tr

(c) 1780602 tr

(d) 1670602 tr

Br/Eco5O I /466
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8. When was PlYwood factory

commissioned?

at Tizlt

(a) 1958

(b) 1e68

tc) 7974

(a ]988

tr

tr

n

n

9. What is the staple crop of Nagaland?

(a) Matze tr

fb) Rice tr

(c) Potato tr

(d) Pulses tr

10. Which State is the lirst and only Special

'"' u""t.*i" Zone (SEZ\ in North-East India?

(@ Assam n

@) ManiPur tr

(c) Nagaland n

(d) MeghalaYa D
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SECTIoN_II

(Marks:5)

B. Indicate True (T) or False (F) by a Tick (/) mark :

1x5=5

1. Agriculture is the main stay-of Indian economy.

(r / F)

2r-Ahe new industrial
June, 1991.

5. The economy
backward.

h/Eco-601/466

policy was announced in

(r / F)

FDI stands for Foreign Directive Instruction.

(r / F)

4. Nagaland is the most populated State in India.

3.

(r / F)

of Nagaland is industially

(r / F)
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SECTION_III

( Marks: 10 )

Write short notes on the following :

1. Objectives of land reforms

'' Or

Green Revolution
,..

2x5=1O
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2. Industrial Policy, 1991

MRTP Act

Or

Br/Eco-601/466



3.

t I I.

Delinition of Balancdidf Payments (BCIFl

Or

MNCs
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4. Natural resources in Nagaland

Or

Structural changes in Nagaland economy
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